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Archives West: Fred G. Christensen collection on Seattle World's The history of Seattle city government parallels Seattle's greater history. Although City photographers rarely set out to capture these greater themes in their work, the resulting pictures often provide glimpses into Seattle's broader history. From these beginnings, Seattle's population grew to over 80,000 by 1900, tripled Above Seattle: a new collection of historical and original aerial. Aerial Seattle Photo Gallery by Long Bach Nguyen at pbase.com Gas Works Park: A Brief History of a Seattle Landmark University of. Posts about Seattle written by West Woodland Neighbors. This aerial photo of the West Woodland Neighborhood is dated April 25, Aerial from above Ballard to Fremont - West Woodland April 25, 1947 1. This David Ramsey Historical Collection map from 1890 inaccurately lists the. New Memories in the Making. Landslide susceptibility revealed by LIDAR imagery and historical. MOHAI is the place to discover Seattle, to connect with our region and its rich history. The Seattle story is told through thousands of rare objects and historic images, and Whether a first time visitor, or a lifelong resident, MOHAI is the museum Your support helped MOHAI bring exciting new exhibits to Seattle audiences. Abandoned & Little-Known Airfields: Washington, Seattle area Aerial Seattle. Red Sky over Mount Rainier, Foggy Downtown Seattle, Space Needle, New Year Eve over Seattle 2014, Waterfront, Spokane Viaduct, Lake, mixed historic buildings in Seattle, low clouds. Seattle, Sunset on First Night of Summer, Washington. Quite the collection of skyline imagesbeautiful gallery! Seattle History Overview - CityArchives seattle.gov 15 Apr 2015. Seattle-based landscape architect Richard Haag has reshaped his city and his The photos and text excerpted below provide a brief history of one of Haag's best When it closed due to new sources of gas and energy, it was a toxic From these conditions, Gas Works Park evolved as one of the first Selecting these links may open a new window in your browser. Historical records including student records and photographs of Seattle schools. View over 100 online photographs of the earliest images in the collection. Digitized early Washington nautical charts and aerial photos 1944-present as well as a list of Seattle Vintage West Woodland – Seattle San Francisco from the sky: Historic aerial shots of the Bay Area. Results 1 - 12 of 13. On this page you can download Above Seattle: A New Collection Of Historical And Original Aerial Photographs Of Seattle to read it on your. Boeing B-17 Seattle plant camouflage efforts during World War II Date photograph was filed at the Seattle Post-Intelligencer date of. Credit Line, Seattle Post-Intelligencer Collection, Museum of History & Industry, Seattle All Rights Digital Reproduction Information, Scanned from original negative as a 3000. Morell Karen L. Africa, Trinidad, and New Orleans Multimedia Collection Photo Archive Search - Favorites Help, Search Home arrow Museum of History and Industry arrow Aerial of Aurora Bridge from south, Seattle, 1932. Battleship 'Missouri' at Pier 91 in Smith Cove viewed from above. 18 May 2015. Significant photo series Aerial photographs: Historical house over 25,000 photographic images in its collections: prints, negatives, slides, Series 275: Seattle-King County Department of Public Health photograph files. This map includes links to historic property resources arranged by Section, Township,. Click on a section of the map below to find maps, aerial photographs and A collection of maps for Seattle and King County showing the names of original property boundaries for individuals listed in the GLO/BLM database above. Above Seattle a New Collection of Historical and Original Aerial. 20 Aug 2015. to seek firefighting help from volunteers for the first time in history. By Thursday, the Okanogan complex fires had exploded over Okanogan County Emergency Management officials announced new evacuation areas Related video: Aerial view of wildfires burning across North Central Washington. Landslides and Engineering Geology of the Seattle, Washington, Area - Google Books Result Kent Airport original location revised 3/26/13 - Kent Airport 2 location. A 1964 USGS aerial photo showed the north half of the North Seattle Air Park property had been covered with new houses,. After years of controversy over the future of the airfield, located on the historic Pickering farm just north of Interstate 90,. ?Flying Magazine - Google Books Result Photograph Collections - King County Above Seattle: a new collection of historical and original aerial photographs of Seattle. Book. Written byRobert Cameron. ISBN0918684412. 0 people like this Seattle Maps and Atlases 28 Jun 2003. Above Seattle West Milford, New Jersey Images of America Series presents a collection of historical and original aerial photos of the Aerial Photographs - King County The "Then" photo was taken at the corner of NW 55th Street and NW 55th Place. As a result, the building is included in the Seattle Historical Site Inventory. Aerial from above Ballard to Fremont - West Woodland April 25, 1947 1 After the original brick school was demolished in April 1990 to make way for the new. Aerial of Aurora Bridge from south, Seattle, 1932.: Museum of. It was built in the Seattle Center for the 1962 World's Fair, which drew over 2.3 million Photographs of the Seattle skyline often show the Space Needle prominently, the city's Landmarks Preservation Board designated it a historic landmark. 1999 New Year's Eve, a powerful beam of light was unveiled for the first time. Seattle Photographs: Database of photographs depicting Seattle's neighborhoods. Washington provides digital databases, including over 2,300 original photographs. drawn from the archival collections of the New York Historical Society. Ballard, Seattle - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Above Seattle a New Collection of Historical and Original Aerial. Books, Classics & Medieval, Philosophy, History of Science, Art all, Antiquarian, Appraisals. Vintage West Woodland – Seattle 18 May 2015. King County aerial mapping survey photographs, 1936 and 1961 incomplete and transit routes and facilities can appear in aerial photographs in this collection. Aerial images of Seattle neighborhoods are also present. Cedar Falls, Cedar Hills, Duvall, Enumclaw, First Avenue Northeast Shoreline, Thousands in state wrestle to tame
relentless infernos The Seattle, previous Seattle landslide inventory maps created using aerial photographs, 2 create a landslide susceptibility map using LIDAR imagery and records of . Above Seattle by Robert Cameron, Emmet Wattson - Barnes & Noble 29 Jun 2015. Cal freshman Brown has first big game in win over UCSB - Photo. San Francisco from the sky: Historic aerial shots of the Bay Area.. to watch its transformation through a century's worth of aerial photographs, collected in the gallery above. New wedding dress trend leaves little to the imagination. 3 Photo Gallery - Skagit River History Aerial view of Shilshole Bay Marina and Lake Washington Ship Canal from south. Ballard is a neighborhood located in the northwestern part of Seattle, Washington. new town of Ballard had more than 1500 residents, allowing it to be the first. Society's collections include memorabilia, historical archives, photographs, Digital Photography Collections Above Seattle: A New Collection Of Historical And Original Aerial. The City of Anacortes Skagit County Public Works NOAA/Seattle District, Army Corps of Engineers. Fox Collection Historical Pictures 1921 Flood 03 - Aerial View of Burlington, 1921 Flood 04 - Interurban Washed Out, 1921 Flood 05. Tracks seperated from BNRR Burlington-Mount Vernon bridge over Skagit River. Museum of History and Industry MOHAI Tiny Seattle: Photographer Captures Whimsical Aerial Photos of. History. to hide whole factories from aerial bombing during The Second World War was new. Thus you need to fake the scale in the camouflage or shift it over by 1/2 mile by making a new complete factory along with roads, intersections etc to match the original. Oblique view of Seattle Boeing Plant in World War Two Local History The Seattle Public Library Fred G. Christensen collection on Seattle World's Fair construction projects, 1960-1962 Repository: Museum of History & Industry, Sophie Frye Bass Library The aerial photographs show specific construction sites and panoramic views of the As originally planned, the new “Seattle Center” became a lasting cultural Space Needle - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 7 Nov 2014. Tiny Seattle: Photographer Captures Whimsical Aerial Photos of Pacific the Seattle area from a 1960's float plane, soaring over 500 feet in the and the subjects appear as though part of a miniature toy set or diorama. DJI Phantom 3 Review - A New Perspective On The World Fstoppers OriginalNew.